22re coolant temp sensor location

Everything from hard start issues, rough idle, mis-fire, lack of powerâ€¦. Since there are a few
hundred things it CAN be, I recommend starting with the basic stuff first. They can only give
you simple info and sometimes, the wrong info. These are also the first questions I am going to
ask you about when you call and ask for diagnostic help. Those janky aftermarket plug wires?
Make sure the ends are fitting all the way into the distributor cap and are snug on the spark plug
side. Pull the spark plugs and check the gap, check for wear Check the valve adjustment and
keep an eye out for any that are too tight. We recommend checking valve adjustment every 7.
We also recommend going a hair tighter than the factory says too. Rough idle? Engine shakes
at idle? Low idle? Check for a misfire. I will them point and laugh at you. Start with the 1 plug
wire and go around the cap clock wise to keep track. If the idle changes drops when you pull a
plug wire, you can pretty much say that cylinder is firing. If the idle stays the same when you
pull the plug wire at that cylinder, then you know there is an issue with that one. You can
concentrate on that cylinder check the plug wire, spark plug, valve adjust, injector etcâ€¦.. I get
this one A LOT! It can be a number of different things. The issue was an internal programming
problem with the ECU. One fix that was recommended in another, later year, bulletin was to set
the base timing at 3 degrees instead of 5 which would translate to 10 degrees without the ECU
jumped. They recommended 2 degrees base timing. I would actually sayâ€¦.. It has to be
functioning properly both mechanically and electronically. Setting timing on your engine
properly is one of the most critical parts to make it run right and perform to its potential. This is
not a engine you worked on as a kid. It is the connector that has 2 wires not 1, not 3 or 4, just 2.
It's the same connector you've used to count the codes when your "check engine" light is on.
Shown below. See the TPS section above. To set the initial base timing, remove BOTH vacuum
lines at the vacuum advance on your distributor and cap both lines golf tees work perfect. With
the timing light and vacuum lines off and capped pointed at the lower pulley, turn your
distributor until the pointer is at the 0 degree mark. Connect the second vacuum line next. Get a
hand held vacuum pump and test both diaphragms. Both should hold vacuum and not bleed
down. If not, replace the vacuum advance unit and perform the steps listed above. The quickest
way to eliminate a potential problem with your EGR valve is to take it out of the mix completely
without having to remove it from the engine. Here is how by-pass it for diagnostic purposes.
Loosen the 27mm nut at the egr pipe, the loosen the two at the egr pipe to plenum. Cut a piece
of aluminum can as shown in the middle picture above. Slide it down into the gap to cover the
EGR hole at the pipe again, shown in the middle picture. Tighten up the two pipe to plenum
bolts and the egr pipe nut. Road test it. No more miss? You'll either need to clean or replace the
EGR valve. Do you have trouble starting your truck in the morning? Long cranking time before
the engine starts? This test should be performed when the engine is COLD! If you are getting
anything higher than 40 ohms when coolant is COLD , the thermo-switch is out of range and is
not turning the cold start injector on. If you are getting anything above 60 ohms when cold, the
sensor is out of range. If you are getting the correct readings, but are still having the issue,
check the condition of the wiring harness that connects to the switch. Because of the severe
bend that it takes in combination with the high under-hood temps, these wires tend to get brittle
and cracked. Take a close look at them and make sure everything is groovy there. Diagnostic
info. Read to get it figured out? Move along to the next thing. Started by Huhwhye Engine.
Started by jerryshewey Engine. Started by vietsol Parts Wanted. Hey All- I am in the process of
doing some maintenance on the upper intake of my 22re in preparation for smog. While in there,
I decided to deal with a "finicky" temperature gauge in my '85 22re 4-Runner. The basic issue I
have had is that the engine doesn't seem to read any temperature until it is "up to temp", at
which point it goes from completely cold to normal temp in one big jump it cycles from Cold to
Normal over about 3 seconds. I have tested the engine with a standalone temp gauge and
confirmed that the engine is running correctly and not overheating, but it bugs me that I don't
have more linear temperature reading. With all that said, I was hoping that someone with a
correctly operating "stock" '85 22RE could help identify the following sensors and their correct
location. Sensor 1: Sensor Thanks for the help, but that doesn't really address my issue. My
issue is that on my '85 4-Runner, one of the above sensors goes on the Water Neck above the
thermostat, the other goes into a port on the lower intake manifold between cylinders 2 and 3.
Based on looking at a couple of newer '86 and '87 4-Runners, I believe my sensors are swapped,
and that is the source of my issue. Before I start hunting down phantom thermostat issues
which don't appear to be the real issue given that I have a brand new Toyota Thermostat , I want
to make sure I have the correct sensor in the correct location. Can you confirm where each of
the two sensors in my original post are mounted on an '85 22re? That's what I was hoping I
would hear, and matches my research based on '86 and '87 models. When I received my truck
from the PO Sensor 1 was in the lower intake between cylinders 2 and 3 and Sensor 2 was on
the water neck. I suspect that once I get these into the correct locations, my temp gauge issue

will be gone. Thank you both for the help! Just as a follow-up, swapping those sensors did
solve the problem I was having, thanks again for the help guys. Now I just have to deal with the
stupid thermostat overshoot problem. Seems like every time I fix one problem, two others
pop-up in it's place. Temp sender Started by jerryshewey Engine. All products intended for
Off-Road use. Prices subject to change without notice. Page created in 0. Feb 08, , PM by
laoseth. Oct 07, , AM by vietsol. Jan 25, , PM by kneedownnate. Feb 15, , PM by Loosekannon.
Remember Me? Site Navigation. I'm compiling a complete list of 22RE sensors and such, for
use with shooting troubles. What am I forgetting? Throttle position sensor TPS side of throttle
body 4Crawler. The future lies that way to me, and the earth seems more unexhausted and
richer on that side. The Grey Bastard , 4Runner, driveway ornament. Last edited by
KidVermicious; at AM. Find More Posts by KidVermicious. Maybe add TPS to the list, other than
that i think you got em all. Great idea making a organized list,thanks. Member's Picture Albums.
Air FLow meter air filter housing Air temp intake? If you really wanna get cool with this you can
make those into links for testing and troubleshooting each sensor. That is if you wanna be one
of the cool guys. Originally Posted by 85straight. Originally Posted by brifri I have an 86 22rte
truck that has two sensors on the thermostat housing. I am currently rebuilding this engine.
Both of those sensors were not hooked up when I purchased the truck so I'm sure everything
was not operating properly. I'm currently trying to find out where these two sensors are wired in
to. My harness has no connectors for them. The previous owner messed around quite a bit with
it and probably cut them off. Does anyone know of a good wiring diagram that shows what pins
on the harness connectors these go to? Originally Posted by tonyf KidV, awesome writeup!
Thank you for sharing!! So I just acquired an 88 4runner with a 22re mated to the 5speed, and I
was curious if there were any "dangers" to running with my throttle body position sensor not
hooked up? The previous owner said it was shot out, and I haven't yet tried the 4crawler steps
since it seems to be running just fine with it unhooked. Just making sure I'm not causing any
unknown damage if I drive it before I can go through the steps to properly adjust it or replace it.
I don't think it will even start, there are 4 separate "switches" on the tps that ties directly to the
ecu, and if the ecu does not see them, it will probably not start at all. That is the exact spot
where it is set correctly. Remember, the tps is extremely touchy, setting it properly is done in
thousandths with a feeler gauge, so just a slight touch to it can throw it off by a lot. Any chance
there is a similar post for 3. Originally Posted by coveboy. BB code is On. Smilies are On.
Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service names
references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of
their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List.
Thread Tools. Rate Thread. KidVermicious Elite Member. Complete list of 22RE sensors I'm
compiling a complete list of 22RE sensors and such, for use with shooting troubles. View Public
Profile. Visit KidVermicious's homepage! Find More Posts by 85straight. Find More Posts by
brifri Kean Member. Thanks for this list. Find More Posts by Kean. Originally Posted by brifri01
Air FLow meter air filter housing. What do these dvarious senders do you might ask? Well, it all
depends on what sort of setup your truck has. If you have an automatic transmission, you may
have a sender there that feeds the ECT computer. It is used to sense engine temperature and
lock out use of overdrive until the engine has reached it's normal operating temperature. If you
have a turbo-charged engine RET , there may be a sender there that feeds into the main EFI ECU
that is used to affect the turbo operation in case of engine overheating. Find More Posts by
tonyf Quote: Originally Posted by tonyf14 Hi. Howitzer Member. Find More Posts by Howitzer.
Find More Posts by coveboy. Find More Posts by flyinhawaiian Ahlem Member. Find More Posts
by Ahlem. Quote: Originally Posted by coveboy So I just acquired an 88 4runner with a 22re
mated to the 5speed, and I was curious if there were any "dangers" to running with my throttle
body position sensor not hooked up? Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Want to buy - 4runner O2
sensors and exuast complete. Hoses, sensors and the like 22RE. User Name: Password:
Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Started by crash General
4WD Discussion. Started by vietsol Parts Wanted. Started by Rockdiver Parts Wanted. Author
Topic: 22re coolant problem Read times. I'm Dalton new on MC i have a 85 Toyota extra cab
mostly stock just rebuilt the 22re ran fine i have miles on it. Sounds like a headgasket. What
kind did you use? Quote from: dalton on Oct 03, , PM. Snowtoy The 2. Did you burp the system
when filling it? Is it overheating when it does this? Where is the coolant spraying from? Why did
you rebuild the engine? Was there a problem before? Coolant Pressure is 13lbs Cranking will be
about lbs With combustion, the pressure will be much much higher. So holding 13lbs is nothing
compared to combustion pressure. Quote from: dalton on Oct 04, , AM. In other words it may
hold 13 PSI but it's very likely to leak when you turn that in to PSI with the engine running which
is when the problem is occurring according to you. All things considere
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d a head gasket caught this early is not to bad to replace. Hope that helps! What do you feel
when you shoot a terrorist"? The Marine shrugged and replied, "Recoil. Quote from: dalton on
Oct 04, , PM. Quote from: dalton on Oct 05, , AM. I have never had any issues with fel-pro either
and I have used plenty of them Having a 12 second Honda is just like coming out of the closet;
You're going to surprise a bunch of people, but in the end you're still gay. All products intended
for Off-Road use. Prices subject to change without notice. Page created in 0. Read times 0
Members and 1 Guest are viewing this topic. Logged '90 black X-cab mod'd 3. Re: 22re coolant
problem Logged i love oregon wheelin. Logged lets not and say we did. Logged Having a 12
second Honda is just like coming out of the closet; You're going to surprise a bunch of people,
but in the end you're still gay. Sep 28, , AM by crash. Jan 09, , PM by snowrun. Oct 07, , AM by
vietsol. Aug 01, , PM by Rockdiver. Sep 25, , PM by dt.

